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SAOCC, LIBERATION MOVEMENTS AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN
SOUTHERN AFRICA, 1961-1983
Ackson M. Kanduza

People are f>oth the instruments and the beneficiaries of
development.
And what the evidence of these revolutionary movements goes to
show is tpat they can hope to succeed where reform is bound
too fail.
Thfs paper attempts an assessment of the foundation and
prospects of the Southern African Development Coordination
Conference (SAOCC) as based on some key aspects of protrasted
armed liberation in Southern Africa between 1961 and 1967. I
argue that SADCC is among the major developments in the region
arising from the support which peasants and workers gave to
armed liberation movements. Thus, the success of SADCC, like
that of liberation movements depends on the level at which it
remains rooted in the realization that the peasants and
workers of Southern Africa endured most of the capitalist
exploitation. The liberation movements realized this, and set
the social structure and historical experience of the peasants
and workers as the context for a radical transformation of a
capitalist and racist political domination of the region.
The contemporary nature of regional cooperation in Africa
could easily lead to elusive, superficial and ahistorical
conceptualization of development problems, and their
solutions. The Lagos Plan of Action which the Organization of
African Unity (OAU) adopted at its economic sunmit in Lagos,
Nigeria, in April 1980 f~r continental development expressed
sensitivity to this fact.
This is extended and more focused
in the SAOCC.
The SADCC states have the stressed
strengthening of their transportation and .conmunication as the
principal objective of regional integration and reducing
dependence on South Africa without which all strategies of
regional cooperation in Southern Africa would be impractical.
The precise formulation is that:
This dependence is not a natural phenomenon nor is
it simply the result of a free market economy. The
nine states and one occupied state of Southern
Africa
{Angola,
Botswana,
Lesotho,
Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe) were, in varying degrees, deliberately
incorporated by metropolitan powers, colonial
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rulers, and large corporations into the colonial and
sub-colonial structures centering, in general, on
the Republic of South Africa. The development of
national economies as balanced un its , let alone the
welfare of the peoole of Southern Africa, played no
part in the economic integration strateg,v.
Not
surpr1s1ngly ,
therefore,
Southern
Afnca
is
fragmented, grossly exoloi ted and subject to
economic
manipulation
by
outsiders.
Future
development must aim at the reduction of economic
dependence not only on the Republic of South Africa,
but alSSl on any single external state or grouo of
states.
More specifically, during the last one hundred years from
start of large sca le mining of gold in 1886, international
ta 1, in a 11 i ance with its outoos ts in South Africa,
, and various enclaves of mining and capitalist
in the region, exploited African peasants and
rs . 6 This exploitation is broader when conceptualized as
tive accumulation than as the classic exo/"ession of the
iction between labour and capital .
It was a
ictory and uneven development i nvolving preserving
talist forms of production and sustaining regional
tion of labour . 8 Both processes were essential to a high
of surplus accumulation because the reproducti on of
and the social formation from which labour was derived
assigned to the noncapitalist economy . This culminated
a partial restructuring of the noncaoitalist pr oduction
l~our units became families sol it into peasants and
The African nationalist movements of the 1950s and
.
, which were oooulist and loose alliances of peasants,
and various e 1 i tes, negot iated oo 1it i ca 1 independence
t fundamentally raising the implications of the
torica l relationship between international capital , the
ts and workers.
In contrast, armed liberation in
la , Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, and Zimbabwe raised
level of the peasant-worker structural alliance as a basis
the struggle and aspired to a radical restructuring of the
1 economy.
In

the wake of the victories of these liberation
, SAOCC was established in April 1980. But SAOCC is
ly presented as an economic reconstitution of the Front
States (FLS) after their triumphant coordination in
ng minority and racist rule in Zimbabwe. It is strongly
d that concerted action to complete deco l onization in the
ion will lead to further significant ach ievements in t he
c reorganization of Southern Africa . The emphasis from
leaders is that "the strength and effectiveness of
nated action in the political liberation encouraged us
believe that a similar dynamic of coordination is
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attainable on the economic front.• 10 It was considered that
the li-beration of Zimbabwe in particular would open the door
to the decolonization of Namibia and South Africa; and that
Zimbabwe's highly developed agriculture and industry were a
potential for an economic regrouping that would increase
pres sure on South Africa by reduci'lg dependence on it and
international capital in the region.
The SAOCC founding document states that •while the
struggle for genuine political independence has advanced and
continues to advance, it 1s not yet comp 1ete.. . Our urgent
task now is to i'flude economic 1iberation in our prograames
and priorities."
This realization was not totally new; it
was a systematic codification of earlier developments such as
the railway and oil pipe line between Tanzania and Zambia and
the various programnes of the 1 iberation movements i n the
region. The tradition of the FLS is emphasized more than that
of the 1 i bera ti on movements. SAOCC has adopted the i nfonna 1
practices of the FLS in its approach tjd inspired many
optimistic assessments about its prospects.
SAOCC aims at: a coordinated reduction of dependence of
the independent states in Southern Africa on any single
country, especially South Africa; forging links for equitable
and genuine regional integration; mobilizing resources with in
the region for implementing national, interstate and regional
policies; and finally taking concerted action in securing
international finance and technical cooperation for ~e social
and economic development in Southern Africa. 1
These
objectives are interlinked battlegrounds.
The fourth
objective could well be considered a critical strategy for
realizing the first. Both further point to the si gnificance
of a realistic conceptualization of the internal problems and
resources alluded to in the second and third goals as a basis
for fundamental transformation.
The ambition to reduce external dependence while counting
on outside support raises the significance of self-reliance.
According to the President of Mozambique, Samora Machel, SADCC
should develop progran111es and institutions perceived as real
regional needs. In his own words, •therefore, the economic
p1ans have to be conceived and prepared by ourse 1ves . There
is no one better than ourselves, no one who knows better our
needs and priorities. We must n~5 accept the habit of plans
made outside of our region.•
Machel's position had
developed in the concrete conditions of the Mozambican
1 iberation struggle.
He had noted in 1972 how the
Marxism-Leninism philosophy that guided the struggle evolved
out of the specific situation in Mozambique. Despite earlier
theorization under different conditions elsewhere, it di1 not
appear in Mozambique's struggle as •an imported product.• 6
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SAOCC was founded to extend the progr:anmes of 1 iberation
and the FLS 1n Southern Africa, and to counteract
African ambitions for a constellation of Southern
states (which would be orbiting around apartheid South
) and western (essentially Americanb initiatives as
by Henry Kissinger during 1974-76.
Kissinger put
a sort of Marshall Plan for the reconstruction of the
after more than a decade of devastating wars, and as a
ed racist concern for whites under •democratic" rule.
South African and American initiatives floundered because
total lack of appreciation for the dynamics of liberation
which fonned the basis of the FLS and 1a ter, the
SAOCC, then, is a reassertion that fundamental change in
Africa is related to the initiatives from within the
into which external resources will be channelled. The
founding document affirms that:
It is our belief that in the interest of popular
welfare, justice and peace, we in Southern Africa
have the right to ask and to receive practical
international cooperation in our struggle for reconstruction,
development,
and genuine
interdependence.
However, as with the s trugg 1e for
political
liberation,
the fight for economic
liberation is neither a mere slogan to prompt
external assistance nor a course of action from
which we can be deflected by extern a 1 indifference.
The dignity and welfare of the peoples of Southern
Africa demand economic lsberation, and · we will
struggle toward that goa 1.
bold statement of an African initiative also outlines a
for the West between multiracial independent statehood
racist South Africa with its visions. This is a reformist
essential position in courting the West which is primarily
with the immediate profitabil i ty of its investments
Africa.
Yet, it fs clear to the West that "SAOCC has become for
a soft option, a face-saving co11111itment, a dubious
~§lance to their continuing involvement with South
•
Representatives of Western countries attended
they are invited to most SAOCC meetings) two important
held in November 1980 and 1981 in Mozambique and
respectively. These meetings set priority projects and
International financial support . The Western countries
snational corporations and multilateral development
ons pledged Uz~· $650 mi 11 ion towards an estimated
to 2 bill ion.
There are many specific and broad
ictfons in Western support. For example, the United
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States pledged $50 million to SAOCC fn 1981 and an initial $27
million early in 1986 to Jomas Savimbi's UNITA a South African
force which des tab 1i zes SADCC economies. Such support has
enabled UNITA (and other insurgents in the region} to paral~ze
the Benguela ra 1lwa.v which is cri tf ca 1 to the SAOCC
deve looment strategy:~ 1 Western double dealing has a long
history. Between 1964 and 1973, they provided Portugal alo2~
with U.S. $735 million in military and development funds.
Further, western countries and ftlltilateral development
institutions have generally supported precisely those projects
such as railway transportati~ which strengthen the export
This follows a historical
oriented structure of SAOCC.
pattern of emphas 1z i ng western investments 1n re 1at ions with
South Africa and the region and dis11issing the vfabfl ity of
liberation movements. In contrast, SAOCC's prospects for
success lie in drawing from and sustaining the experiences of
liberation movements.
However, SADCC hopes that Western support would
facilitate the development of industries and infrastructure
which would reduce external dependence. Consistent with this
confrontation of contradictory realities in the region.
SADCC's developmental strategy is pragmatic. Each SADCC
member state has been assigned a specific responsibility to
undertake within its existing administrative and development
structures 1n cooperation with aporopr1ate institutions in
other states and fn line with the SADCC goals. These
assignments are: Angola for energy development and .
conservation; Botswana to develop crop research and animal
disease research; Malawi to oversee the best possible
utilization of fisheries, forests and wildlife; Mozambique to
coordinate transportation and communications; Swaziland to
monitor manPOWer resources; Tanzania to formulate industrial
develooment strategy; W Zambia to set a mining pol icy and
SAOCC development fund.
These efforts face South Africa's persistent refinement
of its POlicies aimed at consolidating its domination of the
region and securing the complfance of African ruled states
over apartheid. In the 1960s, South Africa offered economic
aid, and sought dialogue wfth selected African states and the
OAU. It also reinforced a buffer corridor of then "2~ority
ruled racist states-Angola, Mozambique and Zimbabwe.
The
general boom fn its economy in the aftermath, and despite the
Sharpeville massacre of 1960 and increased imperialist
The seeming
support, made its 1nitiatfves formidable.
political success of these efforts between 1960 and 1972 drew
genera 1 Bri tfsh, French, and All\erfcan support for Portuga1;
South Africa and Smith's Rhodesia. It was on these frag il e
structures that Kissinger founded his plan. The eventual
collapse of Portuguese colonialism and the advances of
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movements forced South Africa to retreat into its
Rhodesian crises between 1974 and 1978
pressure on South Africa. The setback to the South
expansionism in the late 1970s was part of the
ictory process leading to the alliance of military and
So~Yh African capital in i nfluencing South African
cs.
From 1978, and especially after Mugabe's victory
1980, to the present, South Africa has intensified
c sabotage, mil ttary destabilization, and savage
on the African National Congress's host states in the
. South Africa violently resisted popular demands for
ic change within its borders and in Namibia, and
i11zed sovereign
states.
Thus,
SADCC
is
both
nating and leading a process of popular change which is
against South Africa and aimed at consolidating the
for a self-reliant regional development.
SADCC's
and imedi ate goa 1 is to advance the conceptua 1 and
tegic formulation of self-reliance as illustrated in the
iences of liberation movements.
The fitful growth in the strength of white power within a
capitalist production in South Africa, Angola,
lque, and Zimbabwe generated a radical orientation among
oppressed African masses. African reaction took the form
anned struggle.
But, it was only when the political
iousness of the peasants and workers had been raised as
tial critical phase and i ntegrated into armed struggle,
it possible to 11ake serious inroads into the bastion of
t and capitalist oppression. Basil Davidson noted that
Ike others more favourably placed by hi story, they have to
out their struggle for liberation through the agonies of
in their case, only the most heroic effort can reverse
tide. Yet the scale and nature of their effort has given
a clarity of un~standing from which others may perhaps
much to 1earn. "
Liberati on movements were more than
tiona l nationalist organizations seeking to capture the
1 state.
Their struggle was an opportunity to
fona basic social, economic, and political relations. It
the wake of this process that SADCC emerged. SADCC
therefore, hope to #cceed as an f nter-s tate
t of Political leaders ; it can only succeed if and
sustains the involvement of the peasants and workers
Participation in the emerging institutions for
1 development.
The recent historical foundation of this assertion needs
t.tle more elucidation.
In Zimbabwe, the search for a
lated solution to white
oppression and econom~5
tion Proved elusive between the late 1950s and 1971.
th Africa, workers' strikes between 1972 and 1975 and
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their subsequent culmination into the Soweto crisis in 1976
transformed the nature of earl fer African political activity
in that country. Limited restruc~ring of socio-economic and
po 1it i ca 1 re 1ati ons was achieved.
Events in South Africa
and Zimbabwe until the early 1970s showed a missed opportunity
of situations where mass political consciousness was not
firmly integrated into armed liberation. The Zimbabwe African
National Union (ZANU) in collaboration with and at the
invitation of Frelimo, began a systematic polfticization on
which a sustained warfare became grounded after 1972. In
general, Frel imo, MPLA, SWAPO and ZANU were the only
liberation movements that articulated the grievances of
peasants and workers as part of the armed 1iberation and
developed 32 a following which transcended nationality
identity.
This trend reflected an understanding of the historical
reality that Africans suffered economic exploitation and
political domination primarily in terms of their positions as
peasants and workers. Furthermore, it is the structura l
peasant-worker incorporation into the liberation process which
was crucial to the victories of guerrilla warfare. This
peasant-worker duality was historically derived from the
uneven capitalist development in the region and it
corresponded to white political domination. A fundamental
transformation of the system required the incorporation of t he
peasant-worker experiences through politicization, to be
followed by recruitment, training and active involvement in
the war. This development eventually confounded South African
expansionism and destroyed economic and military collaboration
among minority and racist regimes in the region. The
liberation movements in Angola, Mozambique, Namibia, South
Africa, and Zimbabwe had suffered initial setbacks because of
the low level of political awareness among the masses
regarding the need for coordinated and political violence
against colonial domination and its basis. Final success had
meant no reversing the struggle once peasant-worker
participation and accountability to them had become
established.
The peasant-worker context accepted the cadres in the
liberation movements as providing the necessary leadership and
organizational dynamism to eliminate various forms of
oppression and exploitation. The general population also
accepted that armed struggle was the necessary strategy
because many neighbouring countries in the region and
e1sewhere in Afrf ca had attained pol itica 1 independence
through negotiations with minimal violence, while their own
colonial regimes showed no willingness to provide a democratic
franchise. A further and most decisive advance in sustaining
popular involvement in armed liberation was the setting up of
economic systems on principles that neqated the colonial
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and legacy . This will be developed and demonstrated
ng on Fre11mo 1 S experience in Mozambique. which was
advanced and is extensive 1y more documented than
frelimo control l ed about 25 percent of Mozambique between
beginning of the war in 1964 and 1968. Agricultura l
ion i n these liberated areas was reorganized through
collectivization of labour and ownership. This developed
with the establishment of democratic involvement in
on. The peasants actively participated and were
ted in planning and implementing development strategies.
strategies differed radically from those of the
se colonial econcmy. The Portuguese forced men. women
ldren into labour migration and to grow cash crops for
Htan economy. In the liberated areas . the people
simp 1e too 1s such as axes and hoes but these were made
product1 ve because of the democratic approa~ to
on and the organization or deployment of labour.
The radical economic transformation of Mozambique during
course of the armed struggle included attacks on both
al and.indigenous institutions. Women were included in
litary corrrnand and fighting units. This was a radical
of the position assigned to women under colonialism
contradictory process of attacking traditional
while preserving those aspects that were functional
list exploitation. Traditional institutions such as
chief and village heads also became changed in
areas, a process that has continued in independent
1que. They can no longer exact labour like feudal lords
encouraged by the Portuguese colonial regime in fts
for cheap 1abour and co 11 abora t i ng ins t ftut ions . The
on of inheritance is recognized, but not the associated
tarian use of power.
Frelimo attacked Portuguese
1 arrogance which was the ideological rationalization
labour policies and assimilation to induce collaboration.
were consistent with the backward capita 1i st economy.
th its more advanced variants in South Africa and
The most significant feature of post colonial Mozambique
effort to build on the integration of peasants and
in institutionalizing mass participatiOIJjnd popular
that had evolved in the liberated area.
Political
on to promote peoples 1 consc i ousness stressed the
of popular culture in the armed struggle and how culture
turn became affected by the liberation struggle.
1ng groups heighten political awareness in emphasizing
ntral role of the peasants 1 and workers 1 par ticipation
ftical and socio-economic development. The progressive
bourgeoisie 1s oriented to lead and educate the masses
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whose involvement fs a powerful instrument of a broad based
economic transformation. The political party has the function
of asserting control over the state so that it reflects the
interests and actions of the masses. The importance of the
Mozambican experiences is that in countries which achieved
political independence in the 1960s, such as Tanzania and
Zambia, ambitious development strategies seemed to fa~S
because the nationalist movements lost the populist culture.
A return to this tradition fs now evident and accords with the
experiences and legacies of armed liberation such that it
provides an important foundation of SADCC's development
strategies. Liberation movements have shown the dynamics of a
multifaceted transformation process grounded in popular
involvement and accountability.
Postcolonial developments in Mozambique bear a remarkable
contrast to those in Zimbabwe; and more so with countries that
negotiated political independence in the
1960s.
T~~
Zimbabwean revolution is asserted to have 11 lost its way."
Andre Astrow assesses the position of workers in Zimbabwe
before and after April 1980 as that of a labour aristocracy as
originally formulated for the African experience by Arrighi
and Saul. He shows how the radical actions of the rank and
file in the trade unions were compromised first by the
co-option of leaders into the settler dominated economy and
politics before 1980, and fnto the development ideology of the
Mugabe government after independence. Second, Astrow argues
that the petty bourgeois leadership of the liberation movement
was unsuited to the problems of the peasants and workers.
Other writers dealing with the issue of land fn Zimbabwe
have argued that the new government failed to restructure land
ownership, agricultural, and labour policies. The failure is
partly traced to the constitutional protection of white
interests and the concern for maintaining a level of
production that will avoid suffering as before 1980 and to use
the buoyancy of the economy as collateral for international
support. Rush and Cliffe appraise this as a wrong approach
because it ignores the historical experience of Zimbabwe and
the problems that arise from it for the present. The approach
of "what to do with the land and who to put on it" treats land
as a fetish instead of an expression of the social relations
and production. The key issue, they argue, is "how to provide
for p~ 1e, not how to use land; not what to do w1th the
land."
To them, land policy should be formulated so as to
change social relations of production which led to armed
liberation. I argue that SAOCC should adopt such an approach.
Rush and Cliffe explore the historical process where
rural areas in Zimbabwe, and Southern Africa generally,
provided for the reproduction of labour power which was used
in capitalist production as cheap labour. This split rural
145

olds into worker-peasant, a structure which they see as
erved by policies of independent Zimbabwe . The government
not promoted peasant participation in the allocation of
formulating fanning policy or in planning. These were
'cal practices during the course of armed struggle and it
be surmised that it was the target of the constitutional
ntees in protecting white landed interests. This thrust
analysis focusing on popular participation was crucial to
victori es of armed 1 iberation and economic reorganization
the liberated zones. This, too, is the general spirit of
, but it is in need of concrete ex istence.
would

be a
constraint on SADCC's envisaged
of Southern Africa to take the events noted for
fque as a rolling success . Three scholarly approaches
emerged in assessing these developments, and contrasting
ies that achieved independence from the barrel of the
with those that experienced linlited violence. There are
overly committed and sympathetic wr iters such as
and Isaacman on Mozambique .
They create an
slon of resounding and generally sustained development.
lters such as Joseph Hanlon on Mozambique, and Rush and
on Zimbabwe, who take a cautious and advisedly bal anced
s of the problems of reconstruction, and mass
the
potential
for
a
fundamental
ization
and
approaches
taken
together
formation.
These
two
istlcally
appra ise
the
nature
of
peasant-worker
ltation by capital, imperi alism and racist state
ture as justification of armed liberation. They remind
that the peasant- worker s tructura 1 contradiction is
ately apprec ia ted in formulating development policy in
ion. This is a critical basis for a SADCC development
The collective will of SADCC was born out of
ing decolonization in which peasants and workers
a pivotal role. Their participation should be kept in
policies for change. The last group of writers is
ented by Phi li p Raikes and Andre Astrow.
They are
l11ist ic in their focus on political and economic problems
do not spec ify 'ife way ahead . To them, the opportunities
lost forever. 3
In general, these studies show the
ficance of the tradit ion of popular involvement set in
course of armed 1 iberation as a useful approach to the
ic and political transformation which Is on the SADCC

•·•i'n~nAtion

Thus , si nee SADCC is concerned with a se 1f-sus ta 1nf ng and
reliant development strategy, it is to the liberation
ts that we shou 1d turn for s tructura 1 strength in
rn Africa .
SADCC should be viewed as providing a
leadership
that
will
promote
broad-based
1
sness and participation in all develqoment policies.
sing the strategies and prospects of SADCC, I have
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argued for the need to examine the extent t o which it aspi res
to advance the causes, goals, and experiences of armed
liberation in Southern Africa. This is an echo of Seretse
Khama and Basil Davidson ' s opening quotations. In Mozambique
and Zimbabwe, flaws in mass involvement, and technocratic
style of implementing development polic i es have begun to
alienate the masses. This process is most advanced in
countries that became independent in the 1960s.
Liberation movements in Southern Africa were concerned
with more than a convent i ona 1 transition to maj ority ru 1e.
Thei r struggle was about a vision of a new and just soc i ety;
an opportunity to change colonial social, economi c, and
political relations based on uneven capitalist devel opment
associated with noncapitalist forms of generating surplus. In
general, the lesson offered to SAOCC from the tradition of
armed struggle is that successful development requires raising
soc i al and political institutions capable of promoting overa ll
parti cipation and accountability. Whatever validity there is
in celebrating SAOCC as a transformation in the coordination
of the FLS in liberating Angola, Mozambique, and espec i ally
Zimbabwe, the coordination was consequent to and subsequent
from radical political and economic vis i ons of 1iberati on
movements. SAOCC is a tribute to and a coordinated leadership
of the masses based on the experiences of armed liberation in
Southern Africa. Armed struggle there shows that the peopl e
are the instruments of liberation, and SAOCC is a strategy in
search of development for the mas ses.
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